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Свет идет. Курим в саду.
Желтый спускается сверху.
Замерзшее яблоко на высоте —
Красное до сих пор.

Старые церкви светятся зимой,
Прозрачные изнутри.
Белые ангелы на горе
Играют для нас хиты.

СТАРЫЙ НОВЫЙ ГОД
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The light falls. We smoke in the park.
Yellow comes down from above.
The frozen apple high overhead 
Has kept its red.

Old churches glow in the winter—
Transparent from within.
White angels on the hill
Play us the latest hits. 

    [GT]

OLD NEW YEAR
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Жить, как улитка, хочу, в вате хочу,
Дряблое тело храня,
Будто в футляре стеклярусовом
Елочный шарик лежит,
И отстала бы жизнь от меня,
Трепетавшая в воздухе пламенном, ярусами.

В бархатном нежном футляре хочу засыпать,
Будто забытая вещь, театральная штучка,
Бусинка либо перчатка.
Буду с тобой разговаривать по ночам
По телефону во сне, сиять.

Хитрая стала, тихая, полюбила молчать,
Тонкостенные, хрупкие вещи в папиросной 
 бумаге хранить, охранять.

Пиромания, пиротехника, f lash.
Испепеляющий огонь.

***
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***

I want to live like a snail, wrapped in gauze,
To preserve this decrepit body,
Like a Christmas tree ornament 
Nestled in a case of beaded glass,
Life would lay off me,
Stop quivering in the tiers of fiery air. 

I want to sleep in that soft velvet case,
Like some forgotten trinket from the theater,
A tiny bead or a lost glove.
I will talk to you at night,
Shining on the telephone in my dreams.

I have grown cunning, quiet. I love to keep silent,
And to guard the thin-walled, fragile things 
 I save in cigarette papers. 

Pyromania, pyrotechnics, flash.
The fire that turns all things to ash.

    [SS]
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(FREUD AND KORCZAK)

The worst thing about murder
Is not that a friend or lover
Suddenly becomes your hapless victim,
As he walks through thickets, over asters
And breaks the living stems, the bastard.
We can find another lover,
We can take up with another.

The worst thing about murder:
No, it’s not that you steal after her,
And hide in the bushes, afraid to make a peep,
As you follow her every move—disgusting.
You sense the breathing of a maniac,
The heavenly kiss-kiss of a sadist,
And you become as one with the descending shade. 

It’s not the worst thing about murder
That it is utter blasphemy.
What’s G-d have to do with it, and where’s He hiding,
Like a maniac, in premeditated ambush,
If He does exist, why does He allow it, 
Why does He firmly caress you
Like a soldier fingers an ex-wife’s nipples? 
That’s not how the scum deny it.
We’ve seen far worse than this,
We’ve cried bitterly over less. 

But that’s not it. It’s your accidental neighbor,
It’s a half-bottle of vodka, a few hundred dollars,

FROM TRANSYLVANIA CALLING
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Or a couple shots to a couple ballads,
It’s Cinderella, Sashka, cigarettes,
A plush skirt, a meat grinder,
An ice-pick and the all-white carriage. 

What’s awful is a lightweight screwdriver
Or a heavy chisel,
Handy, simple, even splendid, 
For the supple, agile craft
(Unless it was a retard’s hand
That touched both soap and rope)
It removes layer after layer, step after step
The petal-like tendon under the muscle
Half the face, as if 
In an antomical theater,
As if someone were leafing through
A waxen atlas slowly, lovingly
Separating the sheets of fine, costly paper

A wonderful and useful tool
Smashes to bits the bewildered teeth
Exposing iron cavities

“Why war?” Before the war,
One brazen Jew repeated
The question to another poor Jew.
He’s a stoic, a relativist, a rigorous type,
He’s slowly lost his students, his daughters,
And forever left behind his little sisters
There, where no one can reserve a table
Even when they’re flush and have the time,
Where’s he off to, that stubborn Pole, 
That irrational and paranoid man

    [SS]
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*** 

 These eight bullets are from the country of heavyweights

Voices from the land of underweights
Carry from beyond the sea
She rolls with laughter
How to say this more clearly
Her visions solidified
   and reached as far as
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 Who are these people, who are these people in black
Why are they so transparent
  why do I see them
why am I not crying
and scared
 like when I was a child

    [GT]
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*** 

  The voices left Joan in the dungeon

Perhaps they didn’t penetrate the stones
Or they lost interest in the prisoner?
Perhaps her eardrums burst 
After the tortures?
Maybe she went crazy from the pain?

  The voices left Joan in peace.
She heard only her own wail
   only the pitiful howl
Kept saying: I’m a toad I’m a toad I’m a toad

  Above the chasm

    [GT]
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